HANDS UP!
WANT TO HELP OUT BUT NOT SURE HOW AROUND YOUR DIARY?
HERE ARE SOME IDEAS FOR FEBRUARY/MARCH 2019
IF YOU CAN SPARE THE TIME AND WANT TO HELP, GET IN TOUCH:
friendsofstjosephs-leicester@outlook.com
07704909432
@StJosephsLeicesterPTA

THIS MONTH’S SELECTION BOX
ACTIVITY

COMMITMENT

MEMO FROM MARIA

Recruit a
Parent
Champion

15 MINUTES

A quick chat might be all that’s required! Know a parent that fits the
bill – share the parent champion poster with them. Don’t have it in
your email any more? Drop me a text!

Be our
parent
champion
lead

1 HOUR A MONTH
THIS YEAR

We’re looking for a keen WhatsApper to keep up with our network of
parents around the school. Could it be you? Watch our video to find
out more.

Share a
fundraising
idea

15-30 MINUTES

We’re pulling together a fundraising bible for classroom use – got
any ideas for easy fundraisers classes could do?

Share a
social idea

10 MINUTES

We’re going to be cleaning up our social media to share
recommendations, events, fundraising updates - but what would you
like to see on there? It should work for all parents, so what would
you like to know about the Friends or hear about more often?

Help with
Stock Take

1 HOUR

In the week after half term, we’re looking for a set of hands to do a
stock-take of our FOSJ cupboard – this will enable us to save on
costs as we pull our events together!

2-3 HOURS

We’re looking for a keen event planner to help build out the
deadlines and considerations for our 2019 Summer Fete. No
experience required– just good organisation skills and a clear way of
thinking, you’ll be supported throughout!

1 HOUR +

An hour long meeting to advance our goals, plus a chance to take
on an activity for the school across the following 30 days.
NEXT MEETING; 5.30-6.30 [THURSDAY 28 FEB] THE WHITE
HOUSE, SCRAPTOFT LANE

AS MUCH OR AS
LITTLE AS YOU
HAVE

Can you help in another way? Have you got a business that can
support the school in another way? Did you set yourself a personal
goal this year that you could turn into a fundraiser for our school? Is
there matched giving at your workplace? Can you think of another
way to build school spirit, foster community or raise some funds?
Share your ideas with us!

Event
planning

Attend a
meeting

FOSJ
Vision

TO BE A TEAM OF AMBASSADORS THAT DELIVER A SUSTAINABLE PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITY THAT SUPPORTS THE
ASPIRATIONS OF CHILDREN, PROVIDES ENRICHMENT AND CHAMPIONS SCHOOL SPIRIT.

FOSJ
Values

More ways
to support

CONSTRUCTIVE CHALLENGES
OPEN COMMUNICATION
TRUST & COMMITMENT
AMBITION
FUN

By Being on the PTA we commit to these values in doing so we become a
resilient, successful teams that succeeds in creating memories

